The TripSpark Difference
A short collection of quotes from satisfied TripSpark Education partners.

"I highly recommend TripSpark Technologies to your organization. They make you feel a part of their family who are always there and ready to listen. In my opinion, they always have your best interests in mind and will work with you on any challenges that may present themselves.

– Russel Emery, Computer Systems Supervisor, Student Transportation Services of Central Ontario"

"TripSpark software is phenomenal and allows us to route flawlessly. [...] The accuracy of the GPS is incredible to see our buses. I could not do my job without TripSpark’s software, and would highly recommend their product. The staff at TripSpark is top notch! They are helpful, very knowledgeable and they always respond to any and all needs we have. I have never called there and got a recording, someone always answers.

– Sandy Gifford, Transportation Director, Barnstable Public Schools"

"I want to thank the TripSpark VEO and VEO Now teams for making the impossible possible. Thank you TripSpark for the wonderful system you have developed...This has been a game changer for our schools. The phone calls have plummeted because we now have accurate information on the desktop, tablets or mobile devices of the people that need that information.

– Gregg Tulowitzky, Supervisor of Transportation, Cecil County Public Schools"

"As a result of our partnership, our call volume has been significantly reduced, my team has gained confidence in their abilities as we communicate to our customers, and our drivers have risen to the challenge and improved their level of commitment to our department. Adding the real-time GPS and WheresTheBus application have been true game changers for us all. For the first time we are able to actually report accurate metrics to our board members and parents...The number of complaints has shrunk [by more] than 50%.

– Kelly Shahan, Transportation Manager, Red Clay Consolidated School District"

"In the past five years we have implemented the VEO Transportation routing software and the VEO Now GPS tracking services. These two solutions are a must in today’s school bus transportation world. [...] This seamless solution is a critical component when trying to effectively manage bus routes and monitoring.

– Brad Redmond, Transportation Director, West Fargo Public School District"

"With [TripSpark], we not only receive a powerful software component but a team of professionals who work diligently to ensure our success. [...] Put all of this together, and a true, successful, strategic business partnership is the result.

– Philip D Johnson, Vice President School Bus Division, DATTCO"

"TripSpark’s motto is “Moving Together”, and they really mean it! [...] We have an incredible partnership with TripSpark. We really feel that they are invested in our success.

– Charlotte Price, Transportation Routing Supervisor, Sarasota County Schools"
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